Screen description

AREA

Memory function

READY / STAND BY

Arm & leg

UP ,DOWN

Philtrum & chin

forehead
Recollect memorized
data

Stop Cooling

PASS

Program choice 1~3

armpit/ Bikini line

Cooling: it is automatically
started, and turns into
blue color when it’s ready

FLUENCE

Show energy level
Emmision of beam
per second

REJUVENATION

FHR(20~30J)

6~8

HR(30~40J,3Hz)

1~3

FHR(30~40J)

6~8

HR(40~50J, 3Hz)

1~3

FHR(20~30J)

6~8

HR(30~40J,3Hz)

1~3

FHR(20 ~ 30J)

6~8

HR(30~40J,3Hz)

1~3

25J~35J 5Hz

A Part
15Minute

This parameter is a guideline to help users’ treatment, and it may vary
slightly according to patient’s condition and surroundings.
Start Cooling

How to work the Machine

.
Connect
handpiece
connector by pushing
both round buttons
of it. After connecting,
make sure it is
connected well by
pulling it slightly.

Turn on the
switch key

Decide treating

Pick up the handpiece

area and Select

and put on the strap

mode and adjust

band on the wrist .

Jouls and Herz
referring to
parameter.

The manufacturer and distributor don't take responsibilities when damage of machine
happened while not wearing strap band.

Make sure LCD
screen shows up
normally

Start treatment.

Error description
Aroma was designed to maximize safety for both patient and user. The below screens show up on LCD, refer to the

measures.

Interlock check error. Make sure that interlock
switch is fastened in the back below

Handpiece connection error
Make sure that hand piece is connected well in
the back below .

It happens when the cooling water is not circulated well.
Turn off the power and get help from distributor.

CAUTIONS

The user should operate the machine after being fully aware of manual.
After treatment, be sure to wipe sipphire tip with a wet towel.
(If it is used with fur or debri attached on the tip, the patient can be burned and the tip
can also be damaged.)

How to put in distilled water
Air Diffusion Nipple

Loosen screws and take off the panel
Fasten funnel to inlet(any one of two inlets), put in distilled water to 90% of water container.

Recommended level of
water (90% Level of Water
Container)

(You can see the water filled through transparent column of water container.)

*After turning on, wait 10 minutes to warm up.
*After using 30 minutes, 10 minutes' pause is recommended.
See Through Look for water
level check

*When the user don't use the machine for a long time, turn off the power.
*The user must put in distilled(or deionized) water, or module can be damaged.
*If the user disassembles and reassembles the machine without consent of the manufacturer and doesn’t use distilled
water,he(the user) won't get warranties.

